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Purpose: To determine the type, frequency, and factors associated with medication prepara-

tion and administration errors in adult intensive care units (ICUs) and neonatal ICUs (NICUs)/

pediatric ICUs (PICUs).

Patients and methods: We conducted a prospective direct observation study in an adult 

ICU and NICU/PICU in a tertiary university hospital. Between June 2012 and June 2013, a 

clinical pharmacist and medical student observed the nursing care staff on weekdays during 

the preparation and administration of intravenous drugs. We analyzed the frequency and type 

of preparation and administration errors and factors associated with errors.

Results: Six hundred and three preparations in the adult ICU and 281 in the NICU/PICU were 

observed. Three hundred and eighty-five errors occurred in the adult ICU and 38 in the NICU/

PICU. There were 5,040 and 2,514 error opportunities, with overall error rates of 7.6% and 1.5%, 

respectively. The total opportunities for error meant each single step of preparation and admin-

istration that was relevant for the drug. Most errors applied to the category “uniform mixing” 

(adult ICU: n=227, 59%; NICU/PICU: n=14, 37%). The multivariate logistic regression results 

showed a significantly different influence of the “preparation type” for the adult ICU compared 

with the NICU/PICU with regard to the occurrence of an error. Preparations for adult patients 

of the LCD type (liquid concentrate with diluent into syringe or infusion bag) were more often 

associated with errors than the P (powder in a glass vial that must be reconstituted and diluted 

if necessary), P=0.012, and LC (liquid concentrate into syringe), P=0.002 type.

Conclusion: “Uniform mixing” was the most erroneous preparation step in intravenous drug 

preparations in two ICUs. Improvement of nurse training and the preparation of prefilled syringes 

in the pharmacy might reduce errors and improve the quality and safety of drug therapy.

Keywords: intravenous medication, medication errors, medication safety, patient safety, qual-

ity improvement

Introduction
Drug therapy for hospital inpatients is error prone. Errors can cause adverse events and 

patient harm. MEs can occur during the prescription, preparation, and administration 

processes.1 Critically ill patients in ICUs usually need numerous intravenous medica-

tions, and the error risk is multiplied by the number of calculation and preparation 

steps. Therefore, the preparation and administration performed by the nursing staff in 

the ward are complex and time-consuming.2 The administration step of a drug is the 

last barrier before an error could affect a patient. Error detection is less likely if the 

same person performs preparation and administration, which is a common practice in 

ICUs. This makes ICU patients especially vulnerable to preparation and  administration 
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errors for intravenous drugs.3–10 Studies show error rates for 

at least one error with preparations of intravenous drugs of 

48.4%–97.7%.5,6,9 NICU/PICU patients have an even higher 

risk of MEs because of the use of off-label and unlicensed 

drugs11 and the lack of weight-adapted drug doses and 

strengths for use in this patient group.8,12 The preparation 

of pediatric intravenous drugs often includes dilution steps 

from the more concentrated original solutions that are used 

for adults.13 Studies with pediatric inpatients alone show error 

rates of 8.0%–62.7% for the preparation and administration 

of all types of drugs.8,14–19

Interventions such as nurse training and central prepara-

tion of drugs in the pharmacy reduce the error rates for the 

preparation and administration of intravenous drugs.2,18

First, we aimed to determine the type and frequency of 

MEs at the preparation and administration processes in two 

ICUs in our hospital. The secondary objective was to identify 

factors that could influence the error rate.

Patients and methods
We conducted an observational study in the NICU/PICU 

and one in the adult ICU at a university hospital. Both stud-

ies have been approved by the local ethics committee (EK 

151/12 and EK 175/13) and by the local data protection 

officer of the medical faculty of RWTH Aachen University. 

Additionally, the director of nursing of the wards provided 

their informed consent. Furthermore, before conducting the 

study, the observer introduced herself to every nurse and 

asked for permission for direct observation. Only after the 

oral informed consent by nurse, the observer started data 

collection.

A clinical pharmacist and medical student directly 

and disguisedly observed the nursing care staff during the 

preparation and administration of intravenous drugs on the 

wards. The observation was disguised because the nursing 

care staff was not aware of the goal of the study. The nursing 

care staff was informed about an observation on the ICUs 

but not about the data collection form and the different steps 

observed in detail.

For the protection of privacy, we did not record either 

patient data or the names of the nurses. We determined the 

average number of nurses per shift, the number of occupied 

beds, and the nurse–patient ratio for the observation period.

Setting
Between June and August 2012, the clinical pharmacist and 

medical student observed the adult ICU. The medical student 

was trained by the clinical pharmacist in standard practices 

for preparation and application of injectable drugs to ensure 

that both observers used the same error definition prior to 

the observation period. Data collection was preceded by 3 

pilot-days during which the observers became familiar with 

the processes and medications on the ward. Between Sep-

tember 2012 and June 2013, the medical student observed 

the nursing care staff of the NICU/PICU. During this period, 

the clinical pharmacist supervised the medical student while 

being available for questions and discussions. Drug prescrip-

tion in the adult ICU was done in the CPOE system Philips 

CS770 ICCA, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA, USA. 

After preparing the medication according to the physicians’ 

prescription on the ward and administering it to the patient, 

nurses electronically confirmed each administration of medi-

cation in the ICCA.

NICU/PICU physicians prescribed medication using 

the CPOE VISITE 2000, Pharma GmbH, Oberhaching, 

Germany. Prescriptions were printed out for the nurse to 

transcribe the medication in the paper-based patient record. 

The nurse prepared the medication in a separate room with 

an LAF, administered it to the patient, and confirmed the 

administration in the patient record.

Data collection
Data collection on both wards was performed on weekdays 

during the day at time periods when usually most preparations 

were performed. Drug rounds took place in the morning, at 

lunchtime, and in the evening. The observers attended at least 

one drug round per day. The sampling was performed by time 

period and not by patient. A standardized data collection form 

was used to evaluate the steps of the preparation and adminis-

tration processes for intravenous drugs, including drug name, 

solvent, diluent, reconstitution, mixing, dose, labeling, time 

and route of administration, and administration rate. Errors 

were classified in one category of ME (Table 1). We chose this 

classification in accordance with a compilation of the American 

Society of Hospital Pharmacists in the guidelines on preventing 

MEs in hospitals with a focus on errors in different prepara-

tion steps.20 Each prepared drug was assigned into the “type 

of preparation” (Table 2) and “therapeutic drug class” that was 

defined by the first level of WHO ATC class. If an ME was likely 

to result in a serious adverse event, the observer intervened in 

the preparation or administration process. Otherwise, there 

was no intervention by the observer when an error occurred.

Definitions
According to the NCC MERP, MEs are defined as “any 

preventable event that may cause or lead to inappropri-
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ate medication use or patient harm while the medication 

is in the control of the health care professional, patient, 

or consumer. Such events may be related to professional 

practice, health care products, procedures, and systems, 

including prescribing, order communication, product 

labeling, packaging, and nomenclature, compounding, 

dispensing, distribution, administration, education, moni-

toring, and use”.1 In our study, inappropriate medication 

use was defined as any instance in which the preparation 

or administration of injectable drugs varied from the physi-

cian’s prescription, the SMPC of the drug, hospital policies 

and procedures, national/international guidelines, internal 

guidelines, or the good manufacturing practice. Aspects of 

hygiene (hand disinfection, workplace surface disinfection, 

and disinfection of vial membrane) were not considered. 

Additionally, we did not assess the clinical appropriateness 

of the prescription.

Data analysis
We calculated the overall error rate as percentage (with a 95% 

CI) for both ICU and NICU/PICU by dividing the overall 

number of errors by the number of total opportunities for 

error for all observed preparations. The total opportunities for 

error meant each single step of preparation and administration 

that was relevant for the drug. Additionally, we calculated 

the error rate as a percentage (with a 95% CI) for both the 

Table 1 categories of Mes in the preparation and administration processes

Category of ME Definition

1. Medication Preparation and administration of a drug that differed from the physician’s prescription
2. Type of solution Preparation of a drug with the wrong solvent or diluent
3. Volume of solution Wrong volume of solvent or diluent
4. Uniform mixing Insufficient mixing of two solutions
5. reconstituted Insufficient reconstitution of a powder with the solvent
6. Dose Dose of a drug that differed >5% from the physician’s prescription
7. labeling incorrect labeling with omission of the drug name and/or concentration
8. Timing error Time period of >2 hours between preparation and administration of the drug
9. route of administration Wrong route of administration
10. infusion rate Wrong infusion rate

Abbreviation: Me, medication error.

Table 2 Type of preparation

Type of 
preparation

Definition

P Powder in a glass vial that must be reconstituted and 
diluted if necessary

lc liquid concentrate into syringe
lcD liquid concentrate with diluent into syringe or infusion 

bag

ICU and NICU/PICU. The error rate in percentage was the 

number of preparations with at least one error, in relation to 

the number of all observed preparations multiplied by 100.

Furthermore, we calculated the error rate as a percentage 

(with a 95% CI) for every category of ME by dividing the 

number of errors per single category by the number of all 

observed preparations with relevance for the category.

A generalized linear mixed model with a binary distribu-

tion (PROC GLIMMIX) was used to investigate the possible 

influence of “ward” adjusted for “preparation type” and 

“therapeutic drug class” for the primary outcome to make an 

error within a drug preparation. The intercept was assumed 

to be random. We assessed a 5% significance level for each 

model and adjusted CIs and P-values for multiple testing by 

the Scheffé method.21 Significant interaction effects were 

included in the model. Statistical analyses were performed 

using SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) 

and R (version 3.3.0).22

Results
The pharmacist and medical student observed 884 prepara-

tions: 603 preparations in the adult ICU and 281 preparations 

in the NICU/PICU (Figure 1). In two cases in the adult ICU, 

the observer intervened in the preparation process because 

of a wrong dose. The first error was related to a tenfold 

insulin dose and the second one to a tenfold penicillin dose. 

In the NICU/PICU, there was no intervention. On the adult 

ICU, 340 preparations had at least one error (error rate 56%, 

95% CI: 52–60). There were 385 errors out of 5,040 error 

opportunities, with an overall error rate of 7.6% (95% CI: 

6.9–8.4). In the NICU/PICU, 36 preparations had at least 

one error (error rate 13%, 95% CI: 8.9–17). There were 38 

out of 2,514 error opportunities, with an overall error rate of 

1.5% (95% CI: 1.0–2.0). We assigned each preparation into 

a type of preparation and a therapeutic drug class (Figure 1).
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Most errors in the adult ICU occurred in the categories 

“uniform mixing” (n=227 in 351 preparations, 65% error rate; 

95% CI: 60–70) and “labeling” (n=109 in 603 preparations, 

18% error rate; 95% CI: 15–21). In the NICU/PICU, most 

errors were related to uniform mixing (n=14 in 226 prepara-

tions, 6.2% error rate; 95% CI: 3.1–9.3) and the infusion rate 

(n=9 in 281 preparations, 3.2% error rate; 95% CI: 1.1–5.3) 

(Table 3). Results of the multivariate generalized linear mixed 

model showed a significant interaction between the “preparation 

type” and “ward” on the occurrence of an error (P=0.0456). The 

“preparation types” differed  significantly for the adult ICU, but 

not for the NICU/PICU, whereas the therapeutic drug class had 

no influence on the occurrence of an error in the multivariate 

model (P=0.149). Preparations for adult patients of the LCD 

type were more often associated with errors than the P (OR 

=2.7, 95% CI: 1.2–6.1, P=0.012) and LC (OR =1.8, 95% CI: 

1.2–2.7, P=0.002) type (Figure 2). The results for the NICU/

PICU did not show a significant influence of the “preparation 

type” (Figure 2) on the occurrence of an error.

Discussion
The error rates in our studies for the preparation and admin-

istration of intravenous drugs for an adult ICU and NICU/

PICU were 7.6% and 1.5%. It is difficult to compare our 

results with other studies because they were performed in 

different settings (medical discipline and type of ward) with 

differences in the methods and definitions.

The results of studies in adult patients for all types of 

medication showed error rates for preparations with at least 

one error ranging from 3.3% to 44.6%.3,4,23–25 Within these 

Figure 1 results of observation studies in the adult icU and nicU/PicU.
Notes: Others (O) includes alimentary tract and metabolism; blood and blood forming organs; systematic hormonal preparations, exclusive sex hormones and insulins; 
musculoskeletal system; and respiratory system.
Abbreviations: C, cardiovascular system; CI, confidence interval; ICU, intensive care unit; J, anti-infectives for systemic use; LC, liquid concentrate into syringe; LCD, liquid 
concentrate with diluent into syringe or infusion bag; n, nervous system; nicU, neonatal intensive care unit; P, powder in a glass vial that must be reconstituted and diluted 
if necessary; PicU, pediatric intensive care unit.

Adult ICU (14 beds)
Average number of nurses per shift: 7

Number of occupied beds: 13
Nurse–patient ratio: 1.9

NICU/PICU (18 beds)
Average number of nurses per shift: 9

Number of occupied beds: 13
Nurse–patient ratio: 1.4

Observation period: 09/2012–06/2013
Medical student + supervision by the

pharmacist

281 preparations
45 different drugs

Observation period: 06/2012–08/2012
Medical student + pharmacist

603 preparations
64 different drugs

5,040 opportunities for error

385 errors/error rate 7.6%
CI: 6.9–8.4

2,514 opportunities for error

38 errors/error rate 1.5%
CI: 1.0–2.0

C: 130

LC: 139

LCD: 320

P: 144

LC: 42 (30%)

LCD: 242 (58%)

P: 56 (39%)

LC: 4 (14%)

LCD: 19 (12%)

P: 13 (14%)

LC: 28

LCD: 157

P: 96
J: 132

N: 233

O: 108

C: 94 (72%)

J: 56 (42%)

N: 126 (54%)

O: 64 (59%)

C: 6 (12%)

J: 10 (11%)

N: 11 (12%)

O: 9 (20%)

C: 52

J: 94

N: 91

O: 44
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studies, intravenous medication often has much higher 

error rates than other types of medications. Nguyen et al 

reported an error rate of 72.2% in intravenous vs 11.8% in 

oral preparations.3 Studies regarding the preparation and 

administration of intravenous drugs alone showed error 

rates as high as 48%–97%.5,6,9 Our results for the error rate 

in the adult ICU (56%) for preparations with at least one 

error divided by the total number of preparations fall well 

within the lower range.

For the pediatric patient group, we found no studies on 

intravenous drug preparations alone. The studies by Chedoe 

et al and Chua et al on all types of medication showed that 

the intravenous route contributed significantly to the rate of 

drug administration errors.18,19 Compared with  studies in 

children, which include the preparation and administration 

of all types of medications, our error rate of 13% is still in 

the lower range of 8%–62.7%.8,14–19

Most errors in our study in the adult ICU and NICU/

PICU occurred in the category “uniform mixing” (59% 

and 37%). “Insufficient mixing of two solution” means an  

Table 3 Frequencies of error categories

Category of 
medication error

Number of preparations 
(errors) in the adult ICU

Error rate in the 
adult ICU (%)

Number of preparations 
(errors) in the NICU/PICU

Error rate in the 
NICU/PICU (%)

Medication 603 (1) 0.2 281 (0) 0
Type of solution 465 (0) 0 253 (1) 0.40
Volume of solution 465 (22) 4.7 253 (4) 1.6
Uniform mixing 351 (227) 65 226 (14) 6.2
reconstituted 144 (8) 5.6 96 (0) 0
Dose 603 (2) 0.3 281 (0) 0
labeling 603 (109) 18 281 (3) 1.1
Timing error 603 (0) 0 281 (7) 2.5
route of administration 603 (0) 0 281 (0) 0
infusion rate 603 (16) 2.7 281 (9) 3.2

Abbreviations: icU, intensive care unit; nicU, neonatal intensive care unit; PicU pediatric intensive care unit.

Figure 2 comparison of the preparation types (P, lc, and lcD) with regard to the occurrence of an error in the adult icU and nicU/PicU. 
Note: Preparation type 1 vs 2: corresponding to the preparation types lc vs P, lcD vs P, and lcD vs lc.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; ICU, intensive care unit; LC, liquid concentrate into syringe; LCD, liquid concentrate with diluent into syringe or infusion bag; NICU, 
neonatal intensive care unit; P, powder in a glass vial that must be reconstituted and diluted if necessary; PicU, pediatric intensive care unit.

Subgroup vs

LC: 4 (2.4)
LCD: 20 (1.4)
LCD: 20 (1.4)

LC: 42 (5.0)
LCD: 275 (9.5)
LCD: 275 (9.5)

P: 14 (1.5) 2.5 (0.51–11.9)

1.5 (0.61–3.6)
2.7 (1.2–6.1)
1.8 (1.2–2.7)

Log scale

0.378
0.802
0.552

0.548
0.012
0.002

1.4 (0.45–4.1)
0.55 (0.14–2.1)

P: 14 (1.5)

P: 68 (5.1)
P: 68 (5.1)

LC: 4 (2.4)

LC: 42 (5.0)

0.1 0.25

In favor of
preparation type 1

In favor of
preparation type 2

0.5 1 2 5 10 20

Preparation
type 1
n (%)

Preparation
type 2
n (%)

Odds ratio (95% CI) P-value

NICU/PICU

adult ICU

ME. Relating to our local hospital guidelines, the sufficient 

mixing is defined as shaking at least three times. Sufficient 

mixing is necessary for a homogeneous distribution of the 

drug in the diluent and consequently for a uniform dosing. 

This is particularly important for continuous infusions with 

an infusion pump. It is difficult to compare this result with 

those in previous studies because different definitions for 

preparation errors were used. “Uniform mixing” is often 

part of the category “incorrect drug preparation” without 

differentiating between the individual preparation steps.6,8 

Cousins et al reported a 79% error rate for preparations that 

were not mixed properly in a German hospital.7 In a study by 

Chedoe et al, “not mixed” was the third most frequent error 

category in the pre- and postintervention period.

The second error group for adult patients was “labeling” 

(18%). To increase the safety in the administration process, 

national and international organizations and institutions 

recommended standardized colored syringe drug labeling 

according to the International Organization for Standardiza-

tion standard 26825.26,27 These labels were already used in the 
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two ICUs before conducting the study. Nevertheless, there 

is still a lack of some preprinted labels, especially for anti-

infectives. In a study by Cousins et al, the name of the drug 

was missing in 19% of preparations, and the dose was missing 

in 29% of preparations.7 Despite available standardized drug 

labels, nearly one-third of labeling errors in our study (29%) 

concerned the drug propofol. We assume that the nurses may 

have omitted the labels with the thought that the characteristic 

lipid emulsion of propofol could make labeling redundant.

The second most frequent error category in the NICU/

PICU was the “infusion rate”. All nine errors concerned a 

lower infusion rate with >5% deviation from the SMPC. 

This is explained by the fact that most intravenous infusions 

in our NICU/PICU are given short infusions of either 30 or 

60 minutes. Analgesics are usually given faster, especially in 

cases of acute pain, to achieve a faster onset of action. The 

incidents were classified as errors because they meet the error 

criteria defined in this study. However, it is debatable whether 

they constitute an error in a wider medical sense. Other studies 

also reported administration errors that were characterized by 

rapidly administered bolus doses.7,28

Multivariate analysis showed that the type of preparation 

had a significant influence on the occurrence of an error in the 

adult ICU. The preparation type “liquid concentrate with dilu-

ent into syringe or infusion bag” was more often associated 

with an error than the other types of preparations (“powder 

in a glass vial that must be reconstituted and diluted if nec-

essary” and “liquid concentrate into syringe”). One reason 

could be the twofold dilution in this type of preparation. The 

therapeutic drug class had no influence on the occurrence of 

an error in both ICUs.

Apart from the preparation type, the nurse–patient ratio, 

the number of different drugs, and the place of drug prepara-

tion may influence the error rate. In our adult ICU, the number 

of patients per nurse was on average higher than in the NICU/

PICU (1.9 vs 1.4 patients per nurse). Studies showed that the 

occurrence of MEs was associated with the number of patients 

per nurse.10,24 Additionally, the number of different drugs in the 

observation period was much higher in the adult ICU than in 

the NICU/PICU (64 vs 45 drugs). These factors may explain 

the lower error rate in our pediatric patient group. Neverthe-

less, the preparation of intravenous drugs for pediatric patients 

typically requires more calculation and dilution steps, which 

increases the risk of error. In addition to human and organiza-

tional factors, the environment has a fundamental role in the 

management of drug therapy. Environmental factors include 

noises, interruptions, and disorder.29 Drug preparation in the 

adult ICU was performed on a dedicated bedside table on the 

ward, while the preparation in the NICU/PICU was performed 

in a separate room with an LAF. Both settings were affected 

by interruptions and the lack of preparation space. Strategies 

to reduce interruptions and distractions are needed.

The results of our studies allow for the development of 

interventions to improve our preparation and administration 

process. Taxis and Barber showed that one cause of MEs is 

lack of knowledge of preparation and administration proce-

dures.28 Studies demonstrated that nurse education is one type 

of intervention to reduce MEs.18,30,31 Providing nurse training 

and information about the most frequent errors, “uniform 

mixing”, “labeling”, and “infusion rate”, in our study may 

help to reduce these error types. In a study by Chua et al, 

an intervention between two observation periods showed a 

reduction in the administration errors from 44.3% to 28.6%.19 

The intervention involved a presentation for the nursing staff 

that involved sharing the error results of the first observation 

period. The intervention increased awareness of preparation 

and administration errors.

Another possible strategy is the preparation of ready-to-

use syringes in the pharmacy. De Giorgi et al showed that 

ready-to-use syringes have a good cost–efficacy ratio as a 

safety tool for the preparation and administration processes.32 

Another study found that prefilled syringes are more expen-

sive than ampules, but prefilled syringes could reduce MEs.2,33

limitations
Within the last years, a CIRS was introduced in both wards. 

Errors associated with the preparation and administration 

of drugs were not recorded during our study period. In the 

time period after our study until 2016, recorded errors in 

the CIRS resulted in an implementation of the four-eyes 

principle during the preparation of drugs by two nurses in 

all neonatal and pediatric wards. Incident report review like 

CIRS is another type of method to detect medications errors. 

However, its detection rate is lower than that of observa-

tional studies.34 Nevertheless, these implemented measures 

could have influenced the error rate within the last 5 years. 

Presenting of CIRS reports could increase the awareness 

of preparation and administration errors in both wards and 

therefore reducing the error rate. Additionally, the four-eyes 

principle could decrease the error rate in the NICU/PICU. 

Regardless of the implemented measures within the last 

5 years, the resulting error rates of our study revealed the 

processes that are most error prone during the preparation 

and administration of intravenous drugs in our study. These 

results allow developing interventions to improve these error 

prone processes.
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The two ICUs in which the studies were conducted are 

difficult to compare. Both wards differ regarding the patient 

characteristics, sample size, medication, and structural and 

organizational setting.

We only analyzed the preparation and administration 

process of intravenous drugs. Further studies are needed to 

evaluate the preparation and administration of other types 

of medication as well as the prescribing, transcribing, and 

dispensing process with the aim to improve medication safety.

We did not judge the clinical relevance of each error. Most 

errors likely will not cause severe patient harm. To assess 

the severity of each error, an independent expert panel of 

physicians, pharmacists, and nurses is needed.3

We chose the disguised observation technique in our 

study. This method gives more reliable and objective 

results than spontaneous reporting or chart review, but it is 

time-consuming.34 One disadvantage of this method is the 

influence on the nurses’ behavior (Hawthorne effect).35 The 

error rate could increase if the observer caused nervousness 

among the nurses or the error rate could decrease if nurses 

were more watchful during the observation. Additionally, the 

observers’ behavior could influence the nurses too. A discrete 

and nonjudgmental behavior has less influence on the nurses. 

This would play an important role, if the observer decided to 

intervene to avoid an error, which could result into a serious 

adverse event. Although there might be a small effect on the 

nurses’ behavior, studies have shown that the observer does 

not have a significant influence on the error rate.34–36

The two observers could not be on the wards at all times 

and could not observe two preparations at the same time; 

therefore, some preparations were likely missed. Furthermore, 

we observed the wards during time periods when most medica-

tions were prepared, including the time periods with the highest 

workload for the nurses, which could increase the error rate. 

Both observers had the same standardized data collection form 

to ensure that the same error definition was applied. They con-

ducted a pilot study to achieve familiarity with the preparation 

and administration processes. This approach resulted in a high 

accordance in the judgment of errors between these two observ-

ers. Nevertheless, there might be interobserver variability but 

the influence on the error rate is rather low.

Conclusion
We found that the type of preparation had a significant 

influence on the occurrence of an error in the adult ICU. 

Preparations with more than one dilution step were more 

often associated with errors than other types of preparations. 

In both wards, the most erroneous ME category was “uni-

form mixing”. Nurse training may be a feasible intervention 

to reduce errors. Additionally, the preparation of prefilled 

syringes in the pharmacy and improvements in the nurse–

patient ratio and preparation location might reduce the error 

rate and thus improve the quality and safety of drug therapy.
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